
LEVEL 2B REPORT 2015-16 GENERIC FEEDBACK 
 

 General comments on what students did well.  

o Many reports did well in sourcing more recent literature to support the attentional bias and OCD, and 

showed engagement with the research.   

o Students showed more awareness of building a rationale for the study and pointing out specifically what 

was different about your study in comparison to the original study (e.g., the words used, questionnaire, 

task, population sampled. 

o Compared to the Level 2A reports, there was more evidence of reading about several theoretical 

approaches (e.g., attentional bias) and more recent critiques/alternative explanations.  This 

demonstrates evaluation, by use of clear evidence based arguments. as to the pros and cons of their 

own methodology and the theoretical implications.   

o Evaluation of the methodology had improved, with more evidence based ideas for future research.   

o Clearly and accurately detailed the appropriate information in both the methods and results section, 

using appropriate format.  

 General comments on what students did poorly, i.e. why did students get low grades, or common mistakes? 

o Covering the OCD /attentional bias literature in too much breadth, beyond the scope of the report.   

o No clear link between the literature reviewed and the literature discussed.  Often a lengthy discussion of 

the clinical implications instead of the implications for attentional bias (the topic of study) for non-

clinical populations.  

o Presentation. Structure of paragraphs meant it was often difficult to find the “thread” of the arguments 

made.  Subheadings were incorrectly used in the method section.   

o Graphs-The scale of the scatterplots made it difficult to interpret the significant results. Reduce the scale 

so the line of best fit can be interpreted.   

o Limited consideration of relevant research and theory in the discussion with too much focus on 
applications, future studies or limitations that would make the findings obsolete. 

 Feedforward – general advice on how to approach future lab reports.  

o Don’t try and cover too much in the research review, as you have a limited number of words.  Synthesise 

the main findings, and use additional studies to support your points. Report writing workshop in October 

2015 covered this (materials are on course information Moodle page).    

o Be specific in the rationale-think about what the aims of your study are, why is it important? How does it 

compare to previous findings? It is important to outline what your study brings to the field.  

o You did a better job on this for the 2B report-but keep the focus on your research questions/hypotheses.  

o Refer to previous literature in relation to your own, particularly in the discussion. Compare and contrast 

your findings.   

o Close the “loop”. Refer back to relevant research presented in the literature review in your discussion. 

This was done better in the 2B reports.   

o Provide evidence for future research studies. 

o Structure: try to link information and paragraphs more-don’t just list facts.   

o Work on academic/scientific writing style.  See SLS website and report writing guide for further 

resources.   

o Work on interpretation of the statistics-what do you findings actually mean?  Statistics and Research 

Methods on Moodle has activities and resources to help practice interpretation.  


